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Short summary:
Kursplanering.se works both as a tool to help teachers planning courses and an open bank with
educational resources that they can use in teaching. The site is run by high school teacher John Falk
and further developed last year with support from the Internet Fund. The site kursplanering.se
teachers can create and manage course plans, they simply add up their lessons and so generates a
schedule. By linking various learning resources to their plans, they can share files, links and other
resources used in education. These resources can then be used by other teachers and students. One
can find everything from exams and assignments video reviews. In the current situation is most
material for mathematics. The website was launched in January 2013 by Johan Falk, a teacher of
mathematics and physics, and has since then been in a beta version. Before John Falk became a
teacher, he worked as a web developer of the open source platform Drupal. He still burns for open
source and kursplanering.se therefore driven as an open project with source code is open for anyone
to download and use. All material on this site also goes under the Creative Commons license
recognition, non-commercial, share alike.
Project website: http://kursplanering.se/
Slide share: CEO
Short summary of magnitude:
On the website kursplanering.se teachers can create and manage course plans, they simply add up
their lessons and so generates a schedule. By linking various learning resources to their plans, they
can share files, links and other resources used in education. These resources can then be used by
other teachers and students. One can find everything from exams and assignments video reviews. In
the current situation is most material for mathematics.
Arguments for nomination:
Kursplanering.se works both as a tool to help teachers planning courses and an open bank with
educational resources that they can use in teaching. The site is run by high school teacher John Falk
and further developed last year with support from the Internet Fund
The project course planning has great potentials to be further developed in other fields on the basis
of the winning concept that are now developed using OER
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